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by now, you've probably seen the trailer for the wolf of wall street, the movie that became a phenomenon last year, earning a reported $255 million in the process. but if you missed it, or just want a refresher, here are some words of wisdom from the people who made the film, including its
director, martin scorsese. in terms of the writing, the game is ostensibly about the rise and fall of wall street and the city, and it succeeds in that. the characterisations are well-rounded and entertaining, and the dialogue is witty and appropriately low-fi. the characters feel familiar, and the little

details of the city make it feel real. in terms of the simulation elements, the game is not a failure. there are plenty of extras, and they are well-implemented and reasonable to use. what i didn’t like was the sometimes-glacial pace of the game, and the fact that i felt like i had to do a lot of the work
myself. there is no ticker on the bottom of the screen to tell me whether i am making money. i’ve been playing for about four hours, and i can’t remember the last time i made a profit. the game is made by yager, the studio behind the great game of economics simcity societies. we love the way it
lets you build a city from the ground up, then let it run itself in a sort of dynamic sandbox mode. in the wolf of wall street, youll see the same thing. the game world is procedurally generated, so every time you play the game it will be different, and you can use the game to learn more about the

economy.
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the latest edition of the wall street journal, february 4, 2013: not all people suffer from mental illness, but having a psychosis or hallucination isn't necessarily a random
occurrence. despite its episodic nature, the emergence of psychoses, especially in their extreme forms, seem to follow a definite pattern – often appearing first in the young. but
their diabolical compulsions are old-fashioned. the suffering caused by violence, done, if not to you, then to those dearest to you, is abhorrently ancient. the idea that it could be
prevented by killing the perpetrators is diabolical. in the winter of 2003, the then-warden at the north carolina state prison where i was doing research for my new book, ran for
cover. a man was on a rampage. he’d just killed three inmates and a guard with his bare hands. the warden knew him. he was an enormously influential prisoner, and he had

special privileges. the fact that we enjoy unprecedented affluence in the 21st century ought to serve as a warning against the possibility of being fooled again into thinking that
a large slice of that affluence is undeserved. perhaps the policy question that can least be settled by pointing out and then solving the problem is the question that no one is
even posing: 'where will we find the resources to meet the demands created by the new and returning energies?' argo seems to place this question at the very center of the

movie's themes, though it's not hard to detect similar questions throughout. we shall use the resources of our earth to meet the demands of extravaganzas such as those
represented by 'the wolf of wall street', and 'perimeter contact', because we will not be able to draw on the resources of 'the moon' or 'the sun' (of earth) to meet such demands;

since the'resources of the earth' are 'exhausted and dying in an insoluble battle among themselves' already. the race for power is almost certainly the greatest fraud of the
whole of history, albeit an abstract sort of one. no doubt a considerable portion of the film's success also has to do with its rather deft presentation of this sort of news.
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